	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  

Press Release
Paris, April 21, 2015

LOGIC INSTRUMENT announced an increase in its turnover by 53%
in Q1 2015 compared to 2014
Logic Instrument with a good start into 2015: The European specialist for rugged mobile
computer records in the first quarter of this year a substantial increase in sales of 53%
compared to the previous year, creating good conditions for the new fiscal year.

Q1 2015

Q1 2014

Difference

Increase

€ 1.93M

€ 1.26M

€ 0.67 M

53%

In million Euro, unaudited

Part of the success is due to the introduction of the Fieldbook I1 end of 2014, which was well
received by many customers in test and pilot phases. The 10-inch full HD tablet with Core-i5
CPU and Windows 8.1 is a reliable partner for use in the most adverse environmental
conditions. It meets the high requirements of the IP65 and MIL-STD810G standards.
Furthermore, several lots of rugged tablet PCs have been delivered to industrial and military
customers, such as Thales and Airbus Defense.
In addition, another batch of the HCN Navigator tablets was delivered to Hotel
Communication Network beginning of the year.
2015 Perspectives
The group is confident about the evolution of its turnover for the year 2015.
The conclusion of a contract with a major IT distributor for the coverage of the entire South
American region is imminent. Concrete projects with several hundred rugged tablets for this
region are in the negotiation phase.
In Europe, several projects in various industry sectors are being negotiated and promising
talks about future projects in the Middle East are also underway.
"Thanks to the increase and diversification of our offer, we managed to penetrate markets
well beyond those of the defense, which nonetheless remains an important target for our
	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
products, that fit for industry and military applications.", says Jacques Gebran, CEO of the
group.

About LOGIC INSTRUMENT
Established 1987 and awarded as Innovative Enterprise since 2004, LOGIC INSTRUMENT develops and
markets tablets, smartphones and laptops for hostile environments and business world, with Android™ and
Microsoft operating systems. LOGIC INSTRUMENT operates on all continents through its various Subsidiaries
and Partners and its customers include many large corporations and international companies. Since January
2014 LOGIC INSTRUMENT belongs to the ARCHOS Group. LOGIC INSTRUMENT is listed on NYSE-Alternext
Paris (ALLOG). Website: www.logic-instrument.com Twitter: @BusinessDevices

	
  
	
  
Contacts
Marketing:

Daniel Schroeder (MarCom Mgr.), +33 1 39356198
d.schroeder@logic-instrument.com, linkedin.com/in/danielschroeder81

Investor relations:

Jacques Gebran (CEO), j.gebran@logic-instrument.com

	
  

	
  

